Victory For The Shipyard Girls The Shipyard
Girls Series
Yeah, reviewing a books Victory For The Shipyard Girls The Shipyard Girls Series could add
your close friends listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood,
endowment does not suggest that you have wonderful points.
Comprehending as skillfully as understanding even more than new will present each success.
bordering to, the statement as well as perception of this Victory For The Shipyard Girls The
Shipyard Girls Series can be taken as well as picked to act.

Three Cheers for the Shipyard Girls - Nancy
Revell 2022-03-31
**PRE-ORDER NOW** THE FINAL NOVEL IN
THE BESTSELLING SHIPYARD GIRLS SERIES!
January 1945. Spring is in the air. And so is
victory... Wedding bells are ringing at long last
for Gloria and her soon-to-be husband Jack. But
she can't rest until her youngest son is safely
home. Head welder Rosie is delighted her own
husband has returned from enemy territory. But
the promise of victory brings more change. Her
squad has come so far - what will happen when
the war ends? Meanwhile Helen is caught
between two men - but must hide her true
feelings from the one she loves. Can her fellow
women welders help Helen follow her heart?
Only by working together will the Shipyard Girls
win the day. ______________________________ Praise
for Nancy Revell 'Nancy Revell knows how to
stir the passions and soothe the heart!' Northern
Echo 'Stirring and heartfelt storytelling'
Peterborough Evening Telegraph
London Calling - Helen Carey 2016-02-25
LONDON CALLING is a poignant, warm-hearted
and engaging saga of Clapham, south London's
women during the Second World War, for
readers of Kate Thompson, Annie Murray and
Katie Flynn. It will take more than Hitler's
Luftwaffe to break the spirit of the residents of
Lavender Road. If courage and resilience could
win wars, the conflict would already be over. It's
not all harmony, though. Nurse Molly Coogan
and would-be actress Jen Carter certainly don't
see eye to eye. Molly, despite hating the
discipline of wartime hospital life, is
unimpressed by Jen's prima donna ways. Jen,
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unaware of Molly's secret heartache, can't resist
taking her own frustrations out on Molly. It's just
as well that no one knows what challenges lie
ahead... From stolen glasses in the Flag and
Garter to fancy dinners in the heart of the West
End, from a desperate battle for survival on a
hospital ward to a torpedo hitting its target in
the Mediterranean Sea, LONDON CALLING
takes readers into a world of ordinary people
living extraordinary lives.
Shipyard Girls at War - Nancy Revell 2017-03-23
THE SECOND SHIPYARD GIRLS NOVEL FROM
SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR,
NANCY REVELL. ‘Nancy Revell knows how to
stir the passions and soothe the heart!’ Northern
Echo *********** 1941: it takes strength to work
on the docks, but the war demands all hands on
deck and the women are doing their best to fill
the gap. Rosie is flourishing in her role as headwelder while still keeping her double life a
secret. But a dashing detective is forcing Rosie
to choose between love and her duty. Gloria is
hiding her own little secret – one that if found
out, could not only threaten her job, but her life.
And the shipyards are proving tougher than
Polly ever imagined, while she waits for her man
to return home safely. Join the shipyard girls as
they journey through the hardships of life, love
and war. Praise for The Shipyard Girls series:
'the author is one to watch' Sun ‘A brilliant read’
Take a Break ‘Well-drawn, believable characters
combined with a storyline to keep you turning
the pages’ Woman
The House of Jasmine - Ibrahim Abdel Meguid
2021-10-19
On June 13, 1974, Shagara, a low-level employee
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at the Alexandria shipyard, is charged with
taking workers to cheer for the motorcade of
Egyptian President Sadat and his guest
President Nixon. Instructed to pay each worker
half a pound at the end of Nixon’s visit, Shagara
pays them half that, spares them the festivities,
and pockets the difference. So begins The House
of Jasmine, which follows Shagara, a loner who
yearns for female companionship, as he
traverses the city of Alexandria and tries to
parse his feelings toward its changing
landscape. Within the humor of this classic novel
is nestled an indicting eyewitness account of this
essential period of Egyptian history. In it one can
observe the social changes and popular
sentiments that comprise the prologue for the
Egyptian revolution of January 2011.
At All Costs - David Weber 2005-10-25
Honor Harrington has been called to command
Eighth Fleet against the Republic of Haven, but
when she discovers the Star Kingdom is badly
outnumbered by the Republic's fleet, the cost of
victory will be agonizingly high. 110,000 first
printing.
A Christmas Wish for the Shipyard Girls Nancy Revell 2020-10-01
**THE NINTH NOVEL IN THE BESTSELLING
SHIPYARD GIRLS SERIES** 'Emotional and
gripping' Take a Break
______________________________ Sunderland, 1943:
As Christmas approaches in the shipyards,
everyone is hoping for a little magic... Helen
would love to find the courage to tell the dashing
Dr Parker of her true feelings for him. But how
can she when he clearly has eyes for someone
else? More than a year has passed since Bel's
wedding to sweetheart Joe. She knows she has
much to feel thankful for and yet there is still
one burning desire which she cannot ignore. And
as Polly grows with child, she hopes against
hope for a safe delivery - and that her husband
Tommy can soon return from the front line to
meet their new arrival. There will be storms to
weather, but guided by their strength and
friendship there is still hope for each of the
shipyard girls that their Christmas wishes will
come true. ______________________________ Praise
for Nancy Revell 'Nancy Revell knows how to
stir the passions and soothe the heart!' Northern
Echo 'Stirring and heartfelt storytelling'
Peterborough Evening Telegraph 'The author is
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one to watch' Sun 'Well-drawn, believable
characters combined with a storyline to keep
you turning the pages' Woman
The Railway Girls in Love - Maisie Thomas
2021-04-15
The brand new Railway Girls novel set in
Manchester during WWII. Perfect for fans of
Nancy Revell, Daisy Styles and Margaret
Dickinson. ___________________ Readers LOVE the
Railway Girls: 'Gripping and intriguing' 'Great
story lines' 'Exceptional story . . . a must-read'
'Poignant' 'Emotional . . . strong women'
___________________ Love is in the air, and
together the railway girls can overcome even the
hardest of times. Mabel has finally put the past
behind her, and her relationship with the
dashing Harry is stronger than ever. That is,
until an old flame shows up, leaving Mabel
questioning her future. Meanwhile Joan has
made amends with Bob - if only she could do the
same with Gran. And there's still that family
mystery she wants answer to, isn't there? As a
mother and grandmother, Dot Green has always
put her family first. Her job as a parcels porter
has brought new purpose to her life, so is it
finally time to start following her heart . . . Life
as a railway girl is busy but as war rages on and
air raids disrupt daily life, the women realise
they need each other more than ever, especially
when there might be wedding bells on the
horizon.
Let the Dead Lie - Malla Nunn 2010-04-20
The second in a crime series set in 1950's South
Africa when apartheid laws were first
introduced.
A Little History of the World - E. H. Gombrich
2014-10-01
E. H. Gombrich's Little History of the World,
though written in 1935, has become one of the
treasures of historical writing since its first
publication in English in 2005. The Yale edition
alone has now sold over half a million copies,
and the book is available worldwide in almost
thirty languages. Gombrich was of course the
best-known art historian of his time, and his text
suggests illustrations on every page. This
illustrated edition of the Little History brings
together the pellucid humanity of his narrative
with the images that may well have been in his
mind's eye as he wrote the book. The two
hundred illustrations—most of them in full
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color—are not simple embellishments, though
they are beautiful. They emerge from the text,
enrich the author's intention, and deepen the
pleasure of reading this remarkable work. For
this edition the text is reset in a spacious format,
flowing around illustrations that range from
paintings to line drawings, emblems, motifs, and
symbols. The book incorporates freshly drawn
maps, a revised preface, and a new index.
Blending high-grade design, fine paper, and
classic binding, this is both a sumptuous gift
book and an enhanced edition of a timeless
account of human history.
Secrets of the Shipyard Girls - Nancy Revell
2017-09-21
THE THIRD SHIPYARD GIRLS NOVEL FROM
SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR,
NANCY REVELL. ‘Nancy Revell knows how to
stir the passions and soothe the heart!’ Northern
Echo *********** Sunderland, 1941 As the world
war continues the shipyard girls face hardships
at home, but work and friendship give them
strength to carry on. Gloria is smitten with her
newly arrived bundle of joy, but baby Hope’s
first weeks are bittersweet. Hope's father is
missing at sea, and with their future as a family
so uncertain, Gloria must lean on her girls for
support. Meanwhile, head welder Rosie has
turned her back on love to keep her double life
secret. But her persistent beau is determined to
find out the truth and if he does, it could ruin
her. And there is finally a glimmer of hope for
Polly and her family when Bel and Joe fall in
love. But it isn’t long before a scandalous
revelation threatens to pull them all apart.
Praise for The Shipyard Girls series: ‘This author
is one to watch!’ Sun ‘A brilliant read’ Take a
Break ‘Well-drawn, believable characters
combined with a storyline to keep you turning
the pages’ Woman
The September Girls - Maureen Lee 2010-09-09
Two families - and their secrets . . . A superb
Liverpool saga from bestselling author Maureen
Lee In Liverpool, on a stormy September night
in 1920, two women from very different
backgrounds give birth to daughters in the same
house. Enemies at first, they later become
friends when separate troubles unite them. But
friendship between their daughters, Cara and
Sybil, is a different matter. Nineteen years later,
at the beginning of the Second World War, Cara
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and Sybil find themselves thrown together when
they enlist and are both stationed in Malta. It is
a time of live-changing repercussions for them
both while, back home in Liverpool, the bombs
rain down on a defiant city.
Courage of the Shipyard Girls - Nancy Revell
2019-02-21
***ORDER NOW*** THE SIXTH NOVEL IN THE
COMPELLING SHIPYARD GIRLS SERIES FROM
SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR,
NANCY REVELL. ‘Nancy Revell knows how to
stir the passions and soothe the heart!’ Northern
Echo Sunderland, 1942: Polly's heart and her
future are hanging in the balance... Polly’s
sweetheart Tommy has been declared missing
while serving overseas, and although there is no
certainty that he is dead, there is no guarantee
that he will return home. Now Polly needs her
friends more than ever, and the other women
welders are ready to rally around her while she
waits for news. The only one not showing
support is shipyard manager, Helen. But looks
can be deceiving, and beneath her cold exterior,
Helen is wrestling with demons of her own,
including one life-changing decision that could
lead to potential ruin. As the war continues, the
shipyard girls must support one another as they
bravely soldier on. Praise for the Shipyard Girls
series: 'the author is one to watch' Sun ‘A
brilliant read’ Take a Break ‘Well-drawn,
believable characters combined with a storyline
to keep you turning the pages’ Woman
Shipyard Girls Under the Mistletoe - Nancy
Revell 2021-12-21
THE ELEVENTH NOVEL IN THE BESTSELLING
SHIPYARD GIRLS SERIES Sunderland, 1944 As
the promise of victory draws closer, this
Christmas will surely be one to remember. It
should be a magical time for Dorothy, who has
just been proposed to by her sweetheart Toby.
But with each day that passes, Dorothy's feelings
for someone else are growing stronger. Now she
has an impossible choice to make. Gloria is
thrilled that her sweetheart Jack is finally home
after more than two years away. But his past is
continuing to catch up with them both - creating
untold heartache for Gloria and everyone she
holds dear. Meanwhile Helen must contend with
the fall-out of a shocking family secret that has
repercussions for all the Shipyard Girls, while
holding out hope for her own happy ending...
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Can a little festive magic help them win the day?
___________________________________________ Praise
for Nancy Revell: 'Nancy Revell knows how to
stir the passions and soothe the heart!' Northern
Echo 'Stirring and heartfelt storytelling'
Peterborough Evening Telegraph 'Emotional and
gripping' Take a Break
The Bomb Girls - Daisy Styles 2016-01-28
On an ordinary day in 1941, a letter arrives on
the doormats of five young women, a letter
which will change everything. Lillian is
distraught. And whether she tears, hides or
burns the letter the words remain the same - she
must register for compulsory war work. Many
miles away, Emily is also furious - her dream job
as a chef will have to be put on hold, whilst
studious Alice must abandon her plans of
college. Staring at an identical letter, Elsie feels
a kindling of hope at the possibility of leaving
behind her brutal father. And down in London,
Agnes has her own reasons for packing her bags
with a smile. Brought together at a munitions
factory in a Lancashire mill town, none of them
knows what lies ahead. Sharing grief and joy,
lost dreams and gained opportunities, the five
new bomb girls will find friendship and strength
that they never before thought possible as they
unite to help the country they love survive.
Praise for Daisy Styles 'A great read that I think
will appeal to fans of wartime sagas and authors
like Donna Douglas . . . From dances to
disasters, encounters with handsome Yanks,
rationing and relationships, The Bomb Girls has
all the ingredients of an excellent wartime
drama and I thoroughly enjoyed it!'
Onemorepage.com 'The story is full of drama,
love, heartbreak, friendship and in some part
some comedy . . . It's full of twist and turns and
is a real page turner' Laurahbookblog
The Shipyard Girls - Nancy Revell 2016-09-22
THE FIRST SHIPYARD GIRLS NOVEL FROM
SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR,
NANCY REVELL. 'Nancy Revell knows how to
stir the passions and soothe the heart!' The
Northern Echo *********** Sunderland, 1940,
and the women go to the shipyards to do their
bit for the war effort. Polly never dreamed she
would be able to work in the shipyards like the
men in her family but times are tough and her
new job ends up giving her more than she ever
expected when she meets enigmatic dock diver
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Tommy Watts. During the day, head welder
Rosie teaches her fledgling flock of trainees
their new trade, but at night she hides a secret
life. And mother hen Gloria signs up to escape
her brutal husband, but finds she cannot run
from her problems. The Shipyard Girls start off
as strangers - but end up forging an unbreakable
bond of friendship in the most difficult times.
Praise for The Shipyard Girls series: 'the author
is one to watch' Sun ‘A brilliant read’ Take a
Break ‘Well-drawn, believable characters
combined with a storyline to keep you turning
the pages’ Woman
Speybuilt - Jim Skelton 1994
The Traveler's Tricks - Laurie Calkhoven 2014
On a three-day stagecoach ride to the big city of
Albany, during the War of 1812, eleven-year-old
Caroline is fascinated by the other travelers,
including a charming magician and a beautiful
young woman with a sad past, but when
Caroline's important package for her father
disappears, she must unmask a thief.
Secrets of the Chocolate Girls - Annie Murray
2022-04-14
From Annie Murray, the bestselling author of
The Chocolate Girls and The Bells of Bournville
Green, comes another gritty family saga about
love, war and chocolate . . . September 1940,
Birmingham. While her husband and daughter
work at the Cadbury's Bournville factory, Ann
Gilby has her hands full at home with her
youngest Martin and other daughter, Sheila
newly returned home with baby Elaine. With
Sheila's husband away doing his bit in the RAF,
Ann knows she should be grateful to have all her
children safe under one roof. But she can't help
but fear for their uncertain future as bombs fall
ever closer to her Birmingham home. Part of her
yearns for the carefree days of her youth when
she also worked the line at Cadburys, filling
trays of chocolate shells. But mostly Ann tries
not to think of the past at all since that would
mean she would have to confront her oldest
secret, one she's kept since the last war and the
one that could easily rip her family apart . . .
Victory for the Shipyard Girls - Nancy Revell
2018-09-06
THE FIFTH NOVEL IN THE COMPELLING
SHIPYARD GIRLS SERIES FROM SUNDAY
TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR, NANCY
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REVELL. ‘Nancy Revell knows how to stir the
passions and soothe the heart!’ Northern Echo
Sunderland, 1942 With the war showing no sign
of abating, Helen is thriving in her role as
shipyard manager. But at home the return of her
father brings a shocking discovery that tears her
family apart. Gloria is shouldering the burden of
a terrible secret. If the truth comes out there
could be dire consequences, and it will take all
her resolve to resist the pressure around her.
Meanwhile Rosie is throwing herself into her
work, taking on as many shifts as she can.
Anything to keep her mind off the fact that she
hasn’t heard from her sweetheart in months...
With life in the shipyards tougher than ever, will
the strength of their friendship see them
through to victory? Praise for The Shipyard Girls
series: 'the author is one to watch' Sun ‘A
brilliant read’ Take a Break ‘Well-drawn,
believable characters combined with a storyline
to keep you turning the pages’ Woman
Rosie the Riveter - Penny Colman 2008-10-15
An account, based on interviews and other
sources, of the women who replaced men in
defense plants, factories, and offices and on
farms during the Second World War
The Great Influenza - John M. Barry
2005-10-04
#1 New York Times bestseller “Barry will teach
you almost everything you need to know about
one of the deadliest outbreaks in human
history.”—Bill Gates "Monumental... an
authoritative and disturbing morality
tale."—Chicago Tribune The strongest weapon
against pandemic is the truth. Read why in the
definitive account of the 1918 Flu Epidemic.
Magisterial in its breadth of perspective and
depth of research, The Great Influenza provides
us with a precise and sobering model as we
confront the epidemics looming on our own
horizon. As Barry concludes, "The final lesson of
1918, a simple one yet one most difficult to
execute, is that...those in authority must retain
the public's trust. The way to do that is to distort
nothing, to put the best face on nothing, to try to
manipulate no one. Lincoln said that first, and
best. A leader must make whatever horror exists
concrete. Only then will people be able to break
it apart." At the height of World War I, history’s
most lethal influenza virus erupted in an army
camp in Kansas, moved east with American
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troops, then exploded, killing as many as 100
million people worldwide. It killed more people
in twenty-four months than AIDS killed in
twenty-four years, more in a year than the Black
Death killed in a century. But this was not the
Middle Ages, and 1918 marked the first collision
of science and epidemic disease.
Liberty Factory - PETER J. MARSH 2020-11
Churchill famously claimed that the only thing
that had really frightened him during the war
was the Battle of the Atlantic. Keeping open the
lifeline between the US "arsenal of democracy"
and the UK was essential to preparations for the
invasion of Europe and in the final analysis this
came down to building merchant ships faster
than German U-boats could sink them. Crucial to
this achievement was the British-designed
"Liberty Ship," a simple cargo ship that could be
built rapidly, combined with the untapped
industrial potential of the U.S. that could build
them in vast numbers. Undoubtedly the most
important individual in the rapid expansion of
U.S. wartime shipyard capacity was Henry
Kaiser, a man with no previous shipbuilding
experience but an entrepreneur of vision and
drive. This book tells the story of how he
established huge new yards using novel massproduction techniques in the most surprising
location--Oregon, one of the least industrially
developed areas of the US and one without an
existing pool of skilled labor to draw on.
Bomb Girls - Britain's Secret Army: The
Munitions Women of World War II - Jacky
Hyams 2013-08-05
They were the unsung heroines of World War II;
the wives, mums and teenage girls, all 'doing
their bit' for the war effort, clocking in daily to
work in cast munitions factories, helping make
the explosives, bullets and war machines that
would ensure victory for Britain.It was
dangerous, dirty and exhaustive work. They
worked round the clock, often exposed to toxic,
lethal chemicals. A factory accident could mean
blindness, loss of limbs - or worse. Many went
home with acid burns, yellow skin or discoloured
hair. Others were forced to leave their loved
ones and move to live with total strangers in
unfamiliar surroundings. Frequently, their male
bosses were coarse and unsympathetic.Yet this
hidden army of nearly two million women toiled
on regardless through the worst years of the
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war, cheerfully ignoring the dangers and the
exhaustion, as bombing, rationing and the
heartbreak of loss or separation took their toll
on everyone in the country.Only now, all these
years later, have they chosen to tell their
remarkable stories. Here, in their own words,
are the vivid wartime memories of the 'secret
army' of female munitions workers, whose
resilience and sheer grit in the face of danger
has only now started to emerge.These are the
intimate and personal stories of an unforgettable
group of women, whose hard work and quiet
courage made a significant contribution to
Britain's war effort. They didn't fire the bullets,
but they filled them up with explosives. And in
doing so, they helped Britain win the war.
The Woolworths Saturday Girls - Elaine
Everest 2022-03-17
The Woolworths Saturday Girls is the seventh
instalment in Elaine Everest's much-loved
Woolworths series. 1950. The Second World War
is over and life has moved on for the Woolworth
girls, Sarah, Maisie and Freda. In a new world
the Woolworth women have high expectations of
their daughters, wanting them to seize
opportunities they didn’t have themselves.
Ready to take on Saturday jobs at Woolworths,
budding friends Bessie, Claudette, Clementine
and Dorothy are faced with unforeseeable
challenges as the real world comes into focus.
Their bond can only be strengthened as they
overcome the darkest times. Perhaps their lives
are not as clear-cut as their mothers wished
them to be . . . When Bessie finds love in the
wrong crowd and falls pregnant, the image of
her future and ambitions become skewed and
she relies on the Saturday girls to help her see
her problems through – but how can they find a
home for the baby when it arrives? With wild
imaginations, it is up to the Woolworth girls,
new and old, to save the day and their futures.
Can the Woolworth girls achieve their dreams in
time for their futures to begin?
Anzac Ted - Belinda Landsberry 2014-10-28
Christmas with the Shipyard Girls - Nancy Revell
2019-10-24
___________________________ THE SEVENTH
NOVEL IN THE BESTSELLING SHIPYARD
GIRLS SERIES Sunderland, 1942: Christmas is
fast approaching, and with it comes a flurry of
victory-for-the-shipyard-girls-the-shipyard-girls-series

snow and surprises... Against all odds, Polly's
fiancé has finally returned home from the front
line. If they can keep things on an even keel, she
might get the winter wedding she's always
dreamed of. Meanwhile shipyard manager Helen
is determined to move on after a turbulent year.
Her sights are set on breaking the yard's
production record and no one, not even the
handsome Dr Parker, is going to get in her way.
And head welder Rosie's little sister Charlotte
has turned up unannounced. Why is she back
and so set on staying? Join the shipyard girls as
they navigate through life, love and war this
Christmas. ___________________________ Praise for
the Shipyard Girls series: 'Rhe author is one to
watch' Sun 'A brilliant read' Take a Break 'Welldrawn, believable characters combined with a
storyline to keep you turning the pages' Woman
'Nancy Revell knows how to stir the passions
and soothe the heart!' Northern Echo
Torpedoed! - Cheryl Mullenbach 2017-09-01
Through first-hand accounts, interviews with
survivors, powerful images, and primary
sources, award-winning children's author Cheryl
Mullenbach brings to life the pre-war
environment in both America and Europe.
Torpedoed! vividly re-creates the events
surrounding the sinking of the SS Athenia, the
first ship lost in the battle of the Atlantic during
World War II. The amazing stories of fear and
hope are recounted through the words of two
American children onboard that day.
I Gave My Heart to Know this - Ellen Baker
2011
Decades after the women in her family and their
friend are shattered by the losses of two beloved
men during World War II, Julia is approached by
her long-lost great-grandmother and untangles a
dark secret. By the award-winning author of
Keeping the House.
Traitor in the Shipyard - Kathleen Ernst 2013
Caroline worries that British spies may be
lurking in Sackets Harbor, but when strange
things start happening at Abbott's Shipyard
Caroline wonders if a spy, either someone she
has known all her life or Papa's long-lost friend,
is responsible.
American War - Omar El Akkad 2017-04-04
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • A second American
Civil War, a devastating plague, and one family
caught deep in the middle—this gripping debut
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novel asks what might happen if America were
to turn its most devastating policies and deadly
weapons upon itself. From the author of What
Strange Paradise "Powerful ... as haunting a
postapocalyptic universe as Cormac McCarthy
[created] in The Road." —The New York Times
Sarat Chestnut, born in Louisiana, is only six
when the Second American Civil War breaks out
in 2074. But even she knows that oil is outlawed,
that Louisiana is half underwater, and that
unmanned drones fill the sky. When her father is
killed and her family is forced into Camp
Patience for displaced persons, she begins to
grow up shaped by her particular time and
place. But not everyone at Camp Patience is who
they claim to be. Eventually Sarat is befriended
by a mysterious functionary, under whose
influence she is turned into a deadly instrument
of war. The decisions that she makes will have
tremendous consequences not just for Sarat but
for her family and her country, rippling through
generations of strangers and kin alike.
Shipyard Girls in Love - Nancy Revell
2018-03-22
THE SUNDAY TIMES TOP TEN BESTSELLER
‘Nancy Revell knows how to stir the passions
and soothe the heart!’ The Northern Echo
*********** Sunderland, 1941 With a brief break
in air raids providing some much-needed respite
from the war, things are looking up for head
welder Rosie, who has fallen head over heels for
Detective Sergeant Miller. But how long can
their romance last in such uncertain times? Life
remains full of challenges for Gloria, who must
face her abusive ex-husband and confront her
own guilty conscience about baby Hope’s real
father. The secret is tearing her apart but if she
admits the truth, she will risk losing everything.
Both women are determined that their love and
faith will be enough to keep the most difficult of
promises, but nothing is as simple as it seems...
Praise for The Shipyard Girls series: ‘This author
is one to watch!’ Sun ‘A brilliant read’ Take a
Break ‘Well-drawn, believable characters
combined with a storyline to keep you turning
the pages’Woman
Triumph of the Shipyard Girls - Nancy Revell
2020-03-19
THE EIGHTH NOVEL IN THE BESTSELLING
SHIPYARD GIRLS SERIES! 'Emotional and
gripping' Take a Break
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______________________________ Sunderland, 1943:
With the future of Britain uncertain, the
shipyard girls fight to keep their lives on an even
keel. Head-welder Rosie is just about managing
to keep her double life hidden from little sister
Charlotte's prying eyes. But Charlotte senses
something is up and, with a secret this big, the
truth is bound to come out. After a whirlwind
wedding, Polly must bid farewell to her
sweetheart as he returns to the front line. And
there is something odd about yard manager
Helen's newest recruit Bel. But in resolving to
uncover the truth, Helen might discover more
than she bargained for... Only by rallying
together will the shipyard girls triumph.
______________________________ Praise for Nancy
Revell 'Nancy Revell knows how to stir the
passions and soothe the heart!' Northern Echo
'Stirring and heartfelt storytelling' Peterborough
Evening Telegraph 'the author is one to watch'
Sun 'Well-drawn, believable characters
combined with a storyline to keep you turning
the pages' Woman
Where the Heart Lies - Ellie Dean 2013-01-17
THE FOURTH CLIFFEHAVEN NOVEL BY
SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR ELLIE
DEAN February 1941. Can love survive in a time
of war? Julie Harris is working in London’s East
End as a midwife when a bombing raid destroys
her family and the house she grew up in. All she
has left is her motherless baby nephew William.
Determined to uphold her promise to her sister
to keep William safe until his father, Bill, returns
from the war, she accepts a post as a midwife in
Cliffehaven on the south-coast of England. Here
they are taken under the wing of the Reilly
family at the Beach View boarding house. But all
too soon Julie learns that Bill is ‘missing in
action’ and William falls dangerously ill. As she
begins the long vigil by William’s beside, she
fears she will lose the little boy she has grown to
love as her own... A fabulous, heart-warming
Second World War novel in Ellie Dean's
bestselling Cliffehaven series (previously called
the Beach View Boarding House series).
Engaging the Enemy - Elizabeth Moon
2007-01-30
“Marvelously compelling . . . consummate
military-adventure science fiction.”—SciFi In the
aftermath of the cold-blooded assassinations that
killed her parents and shattered the Vatta
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interstellar shipping empire, Kylara Vatta sets
out to avenge the killings and salvage the family
business. Ky soon discovers a conspiracy of
terrifying scope, breathtaking audacity, and
utter ruthlessness. The only hope against such
powerful evil is for all the space merchants to
band together. Unfortunately, because she
commands a ship that once belonged to a
notorious pirate, Ky is met with suspicion, if not
outright hostility . . . even from her own cousin.
Before she can take the fight to the enemy,
Kylara must survive a deadly minefield of
deception and betrayal. Praise for Engaging the
Enemy “A fast-paced space adventure, with a
heroine that will captivate readers.”—Omaha
World-Herald “Excels in character development
as well as in its fast-paced action sequences and
intricate plotting.”—Library Journal “You’ll have
fun with this one, for Moon keeps things
moving.”—Analog
Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass,
an American Slave - Frederick Douglass
2019-06-12
Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass is an
1845 memoir and treatise on abolition written by
famous orator and former slave Frederick
Douglass during his time in Lynn,
Massachusetts. It is generally held to be the
most famous of a number of narratives written
by former slaves during the same period. In
factual detail, the text describes the events of his
life and is considered to be one of the most
influential pieces of literature to fuel the
abolitionist movement of the early 19th century
in the United States. Narrative of the Life of
Frederick Douglass encompasses eleven
chapters that recount Douglass's life as a slave
and his ambition to become a free man.
Cloud Atlas - David Mitchell 2010-07-16
By the New York Times bestselling author of The
Bone Clocks | Shortlisted for the Man Booker
Prize A postmodern visionary and one of the
leading voices in twenty-first-century fiction,
David Mitchell combines flat-out adventure, a
Nabokovian love of puzzles, a keen eye for
character, and a taste for mind-bending,
philosophical and scientific speculation in the
tradition of Umberto Eco, Haruki Murakami, and
Philip K. Dick. The result is brilliantly original
fiction as profound as it is playful. In this
groundbreaking novel, an influential favorite
victory-for-the-shipyard-girls-the-shipyard-girls-series

among a new generation of writers, Mitchell
explores with daring artistry fundamental
questions of reality and identity. Cloud Atlas
begins in 1850 with Adam Ewing, an American
notary voyaging from the Chatham Isles to his
home in California. Along the way, Ewing is
befriended by a physician, Dr. Goose, who
begins to treat him for a rare species of brain
parasite. . . . Abruptly, the action jumps to
Belgium in 1931, where Robert Frobisher, a
disinherited bisexual composer, contrives his
way into the household of an infirm maestro who
has a beguiling wife and a nubile daughter. . . .
From there we jump to the West Coast in the
1970s and a troubled reporter named Luisa Rey,
who stumbles upon a web of corporate greed
and murder that threatens to claim her life. . . .
And onward, with dazzling virtuosity, to an
inglorious present-day England; to a Korean
superstate of the near future where
neocapitalism has run amok; and, finally, to a
postapocalyptic Iron Age Hawaii in the last days
of history. But the story doesn’t end even there.
The narrative then boomerangs back through
centuries and space, returning by the same
route, in reverse, to its starting point. Along the
way, Mitchell reveals how his disparate
characters connect, how their fates intertwine,
and how their souls drift across time like clouds
across the sky. As wild as a videogame, as
mysterious as a Zen koan, Cloud Atlas is an
unforgettable tour de force that, like its
incomparable author, has transcended its cult
classic status to become a worldwide
phenomenon. Praise for Cloud Atlas “[David]
Mitchell is, clearly, a genius. He writes as
though at the helm of some perpetual dream
machine, can evidently do anything, and his
ambition is written in magma across this novel’s
every page.”—The New York Times Book Review
“One of those how-the-holy-hell-did-he-do-it?
modern classics that no doubt is—and should
be—read by any student of contemporary
literature.”—Dave Eggers “Wildly entertaining . .
. a head rush, both action-packed and chillingly
ruminative.”—People “The novel as series of
nested dolls or Chinese boxes, a puzzle-book,
and yet—not just dazzling, amusing, or clever
but heartbreaking and passionate, too. I’ve
never read anything quite like it, and I’m
grateful to have lived, for a while, in all its many
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worlds.”—Michael Chabon “Cloud Atlas ought to
make [Mitchell] famous on both sides of the
Atlantic as a writer whose fearlessness is
matched by his talent.”—The Washington Post
Book World “Thrilling . . . One of the biggest joys
in Cloud Atlas is watching Mitchell sashay from
genre to genre without a hitch in his dance
step.”—Boston Sunday Globe “Grand and
elaborate . . . [Mitchell] creates a world and
language at once foreign and strange, yet
strikingly familiar and intimate.”—Los Angeles
Times
The Shipyard Girls on the Home Front Nancy Revell 2021-03-18
THE TENTH NOVEL IN THE BESTSELLING
SHIPYARD GIRLS SERIES 'Emotional and
gripping' Take a Break December 1943 As the
war effort gathers steam in Europe, it's all hands
on deck on the home front. Gloria is over the
moon to be reunited with her sweetheart Jack.
But her sons Bobby and Gordon are away with
the Navy and still know nothing of their mother's
divorce and new half-sister. Rosie's squad of
welders must work gruelling hours in the yard as
they prepare for the Allied invasion of
Normandy. All the while Rosie herself waits
anxiously for news of her husband Peter, who is
carrying out dangerous work as an undercover
operative in France. Meanwhile welder Dorothy
has a feeling that her beau Toby is planning to
pop the question when he's next on leave. But it
seems that her head is being turned by someone
closer to home... It will take great strength and
friendship if the shipyard girls are to weather
the storms to come.
______________________________ Praise for Nancy
Revell 'Nancy Revell knows how to stir the
passions and soothe the heart!' Northern Echo
'Stirring and heartfelt storytelling' Peterborough
Evening Telegraph
The Railway Girls - Maisie Thomas 2020-05-28
The first novel in the wonderful new Railway
Girls series, perfect for fans of Nancy Revell and
Ellie Dean. _____________________ 'Stunning
writing [and] perfectly paced' Frost Magazine 'A
story of true friendship, love, loss and trust'
Candis _____________________ In February, 1922,
at the western-most entrance to Victoria Station
in Manchester, a massive plaque was unveiled.
Beneath a vast tiled map showing the lines of the
Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway network, a
victory-for-the-shipyard-girls-the-shipyard-girls-series

series of seven bronze panels recorded the
names of the men of the Lancashire and
Yorkshire Railway who gave their lives for King
and Country in the Great War - a total of 1,460
names. In March, 1940, a group of women of
varying ages and backgrounds, stand in front of
the memorial, ready to do their bit in this new
World War... _____________________ Mabel is
determined to make a fresh start as a railway
girl where no one will know the terrible thing
she did and she can put her guilt behind her...
Or is she just running away? Meanwhile Joan
will never be as good as her sister, or so her
Gran keeps telling her. A new job as a station
clerk could be just the thing she needs to forget
her troubles at home. And Dot is further into her
forties than she cares to admit. Her beloved sons
are away fighting and her husband - well, the
less said about him the better. Ratty old sod. She
is anxious to become a railway girl just like her
dear mam - anything to feel she is supporting
the sons she prays for every night. The three
women start off as strangers, but soon form an
unbreakable bond that will get them through the
toughest of times... _____________________
**Maisie's brand new novel THE RAILWAY
GIRLS IN LOVE is available to pre-order now.
Just search: 9781787463981**
Shipyard Girls Under the Mistletoe - Nancy
Revell 2021-10-28
THE ELEVENTH NOVEL IN THE BESTSELLING
SHIPYARD GIRLS SERIES Sunderland, 1944 As
the promise of victory draws closer, this
Christmas will surely be one to remember. It
should be a magical time for Dorothy, who has
just been proposed to by her sweetheart Toby.
But with each day that passes, Dorothy's feelings
for someone else are growing stronger. Now she
has an impossible choice to make. Gloria is
thrilled that her sweetheart Jack is finally home
after more than two years away. But his past is
continuing to catch up with them both - creating
untold heartache for Gloria and everyone she
holds dear. Meanwhile Helen must contend with
the fall-out of a shocking family secret that has
repercussions for all the Shipyard Girls, while
holding out hope for her own happy ending...
Can a little festive magic help them win the day?
___________________________________________ Praise
for Nancy Revell: 'Nancy Revell knows how to
stir the passions and soothe the heart!' Northern
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Echo 'Stirring and heartfelt storytelling'
Peterborough Evening Telegraph 'Emotional and

victory-for-the-shipyard-girls-the-shipyard-girls-series

gripping' Take a Break
The Railway Girl - Nancy Carson 2016-03-03
Only tragedy can save her...
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